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Directions to 161-165 Greenwich High Road, SE10 8JA 

By train from the City 

From station ‘Cannon Street‘ towards final station ‚Dartford‘ (every half hour), the train stops 

at Greenwich; continue to read under ‚Find building‘.  

By Underground / tube from the City 

Take the Jubilee line (grey line), direction Eastbound until the station ’Canary Wharf’. 

Change into DLR. Follow the signs ‘Way out / DLR’ for it from the platform in Canary Wharf 

(NOT the direction ‘East Exit’ in opposite direction). 

When you are outside the station (large open place) turn left. You will see a pillar-like 

sculpture in front and a grey tower building to the right in the background with the name ‘J.P. 

Morgan’ at the roof. Walk towards the J.P. Morgan building and cross the street at the 

pedestrian traffic lights in front of you. Turn right and pass the J.P. Morgan building to your 

left side. You will walk towards the high track of the DLR. At the end of the building, right at 

the high track, you have reached the DLR station ‘Heron Quay’. Follow the signs ‘Platform 1 

Lewisham’, take the next train and alight at the station ‘Greenwich’. If you use oyster card, 

please do not forget to touch in before entering the train and to touch out in Greenwich; 

continue to read under ‘Find building’. 

By DLR from the City 

If you take the DLR from Tower Hill / Gateway, change at one of the stations ‚Shadwell/ 

Limehouse‘ or ‚Westferry’ into the DLR line with final station ‘Lewisham’ at the same 

platform. Alight at the station ‘Greenwich’. 

If you take the DLR from Bank, you can take the line with final station ‚Lewisham‘ directly. 

Alight at the station ‘Greenwich’. 
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Find building 

When you leave the DLR station you will see some coloured bicycles hanging under a porch 

to the right as decoration; the hotel Travelodge is in front of you. 

Follow the sidewalk to the left of the hotel until you get to the main street. Turn left and pass 

Davy’s Wine Bar. The following building is made by red-brown bricks and has a blue door. 

This is the target address, the reception is on the ground floor to he right. 

By car 

There are a few parking spaces in side streets. Parking is with a fee (£2.60 per hour; Park 

meter or online payment with bank card on the website given on the park meter). Please 

note, that parking often is possible on one side of the street only as the other side is reserved 

for residents only. Check the parking sings carefully. 
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You can find parking space … 

a) in the side street diagonally opposite to our office building:

1 Langdale Road

London SE10 8UB

(at the beginning of the street to the right, opposite Lambard House)

b) in about 5 min walking distance at:

10 Devonshire Drive

London SE10 8LA

(after the above address at the end of the street to the right, close to ’Golden Chippy’, Fish

& Chips restaurant on the corner to the main street; then turn right and walk up the main

street)


